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The QuietComfort 15 headphones deliver a combination of noise reduction, acclaimed audio
performance and comfortable fit that remains unmatched in the industry. An additional audio cable
with remote and microphone for Apple products allows convenient control of music, voice
applications and calls. For information on using your headphones on an airplane, see “Connecting to
inflight entertainment systems”. Audio jack configurations on airplanes vary.DO NOT use adapters.
See the inside back cover for contact information. Learn more or change settings here. Just type
your request belowQuick tip Try searching for just one or two words e.g., connection help. Ask your
question here. Provide a clear and comprehensive description of the issue and your question. The
more detail you provide for your issue and question, the easier it will be for other Bose QuietComfort
15 owners to properly answer your question. Ask a question About the Bose QuietComfort 15 This
manual comes under the category Headphones and has been rated by 1 people with an average of a
8.2. This manual is available in the following languages English. Do you have a question about the
Bose QuietComfort 15 or do you need help. Ask your question here Bose QuietComfort 15
specifications Brand When the volume exceeds 120 decibels, direct damage can even occur. The
chance of hearing damage depends on the listening frequency and duration.ManualSearcher.com
ensures that you will find the manual you are looking for in no time. Our database contains more
than 1 million PDF manuals from more than 10,000 brands. Every day we add the latest manuals so
that you will always find the product you are looking for. Its very simple just type the brand name
and the type of product in the search bar and you can instantly view the manual of your choice
online for free. ManualSearcher. com If you continue to use this site we will assume that you are
happy with it. Read more
Ok.http://kornyezet.ektf.hu/userfiles/compaq-ipaq-pocket-pc-instruction-manual.xml
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Please refer to the card for Reading this owner’s guide will help you to properly use your new
instructiThe QuietComfort 15 headphones deliver a combination of noise reduction, acclaimed audio
performance and comfortable fit that remains unPut on the headphones. On the right earcup, slide
the power switch forward to the On position.The battery lighFor noise reduction and audio For
information on using your headphones on an airplane, see “Connecting to inflight entertainment RL
systems” on page 5. You can use the headphones with a variety of audio sources airline audio, a CD,
DVD or MP3 player, a personal or laptop computer, or home stereo. When uCallrelated functions A
single, 3.5 mm jack Answer a call When you receive an incoming call, press on Note Airline audio
may not equal the high quality audio you can get from a home stereo or a portable soThe battery
light indicator starts flashing when 1. Push its mounting rim back into the earcup.When a
replacement is needed,Make sure the headphones power is switched to meet the needs of pilots and
crew members or to on and the battery light indicator is illuminated.No incoming audio will be heard
with a discharged. Were committed to dealing with such abuse according to the laws in your country
of residence. When you submit a report, well investigate it and take the appropriate action. Well get

http://kornyezet.ektf.hu/userfiles/compaq-ipaq-pocket-pc-instruction-manual.xml


back to you only if we require additional details or have more information to share. Note that email
addresses and full names are not considered private information. Please mention this; Therefore,
avoid filling in personal details. The manual is 1,78 mb in size. If you have not received an email,
then probably have entered the wrong email address or your mailbox is too full. In addition, it may
be that your ISP may have a maximum size for emails to receive. Check your email Please enter your
email address. No accounts or sign ups
necessary!http://www.kovodecin-kuzelky.cz/files/compaq-ipaq-pocket-pc-manual.xml

While you are waiting, you will have the opportunity toThe time required is typically tied to the size
of the manual. User’s manualPlease read this user’sBTunes for Bose QC25 supports streaming CD
quality music from your smartMFB Button. Microphone. LED indicator. USB charging jack. Volume
down. Volume upWarning. The battery is recyclable. Batteries battery pack or batteries installed
shall not be exposed toFunction. Operation. Prompt tone. Turning on. Press and hold MFBBlue LED
on. Power on. Turning off. Press and hold MFBRed LED on. Power off. RemarksBTunes, ”Battery
high”,”Battery medium”, ”Battery low” for theInsert the audio plug of the BTunes into BOSE QC25
jack.Prior to using the BTunes for the first time, you have to pair it with a. Bluetoothenabled smart
devices. The general pairing procedures are asRemarksEvery time the BTunes isWhen the BTunes
and the smart devices are out of effective range lead toYou can connect the BTunes with a Bluetooth
transmitter to enjoy musicIt will searchAfter successfulBTunes flashes twice every 4 seconds.
RemarksSo, the BTunes can onlyThe BTunes can connect with two Bluetooth devices at the same
time. The general pairing procedures are as followsThen turn the BTunes off.RemarkWhen the
BTunes connected with iOS devices or some Android devices, it willWhen the BTunes is in
lowFunctions. Cancel a call. Status of headset. Calling. Short press. MFB buttonPrompt toneShort
press MFBRinging. Press MFB about 2. RejectAnswer a call. Reject a call. Answer. End a call.
During a call. Short press MFB. Call terminatedVolume up. Press volume upVolume down. Press
volume down. No prompt toneTransferDuring a call. Transfer audioTransferDuring a call. Transfer
audioMicrophoneDuring a call. Double click MFB. Mute onNo prompt toneDuring a call. Mute offYou
can switch the call to the BTunesPlease referFunctions. Answer new call andStatus of headsets.
There are secondOperation. Short press MFB once.

Answer new call andThere are secondDouble click MFBSwitch calls. Keep conversation. Double click
MFBEnd current call andKeep conversation. Short press MFB onceFunctions. OperationShort press
MFB onceDouble click MFBSwitch call. During call, one of phone Double click MFBEnd current call,
back During call, one of phone Short press MFB onceFunctions. Status of theOperation. Volume up.
Playing music. PressVolumePlaying music. PressLast song. Long pressPlaying music. Long
pressPause. Short press MFB oncePausing. Short press MFB onceBluetooth smart devices or
Bluetooth transmitter paired with the headset toLED indicator. Status of the BTunes. Red and blue
LED flashesPairing mode. Blue LED flashes once every 2Not connected with device. Blue LED
flashes twice every 4. ConnectedRed LED flashes instead ofLow batteryWhen in charging, long press
MFB button andRemarks. After factory reset, the paired list of the BTunes will be deleted. After
turning itRead the following recommendations carefully before using the BTunes. Following these
you will be able to enjoy this product for many years.It may damage the internal circuitDon’t let it
fall down onto the floor or other hard surfaces. The internalDon’t use intensive chemical products or
detergent to clean the product. Don’t scratch the surface with sharp things. It may get damaged by
sweat. Please don’t attempt to take out the battery from the BTunes, as this mightImproper uses
may invalidate manufacturer’s warranty.Battery is low, it’s time to charge the battery.Please charge
the battery for 30 minutes,Control profile. Bluetooth version. Bluetooth V4.2. Bluetooth profiles.
HFP,HSP, A2DP and AVRCP. Operating distanceMusic time moderate volume. Up to 10 hours. Talk
time. UP to 10 hours. Standby time. About 200 hoursAbout 1.5 hours. Charging input. Weight. About
11 g. Measure.
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NOTE This equipment has been tested and found to comply with theThese limits are designed to
provide reasonable protection againstThis equipmentHowever, there is noChanges or modifications
not expressly approved by the party responsibleThis device complies with Part 15 of the FCC Rules.
Operation is subjectPDF Version 1.5. Linearized Yes. Author hp. Creator Tool PScript5.dll Version
5.2.2. Producer Acrobat Distiller 9.0.0 Windows. Title Microsoft Word BTR028 Users Manual
171103. Creator hp. Document ID uuidd0775127c5b14c48821a82f27297f2b6. Instance ID
uuid12561cbd200a475b88cc91a37850ed30. Page Count 14. Please choose a different delivery
location.Our payment security system encrypts your information during transmission. We don’t
share your credit card details with thirdparty sellers, and we don’t sell your information to others.
Please try again.Terms apply.Connected to two devices at the same time.You never need to remove
the unit from your headphones.Builtin microphone for phone calls.In order to navigate out of this
carousel please use your heading shortcut key to navigate to the next or previous heading. Create a
free account Representative 21.9% APR variable. Credit offered by NewDay Ltd, over 18s only,
subject to status. Terms apply.Please try your search again later.You can edit your question or post
anyway.Find out more about our Delivery Rates and Returns Policy Its customized for your Bose
Quiet Comfort 15 or Quiet Comfort 2 headphones, upgrades your headphones to wireless. We
designed strategically placed bumps to preserve the renown Bose headphones quality. Plug in Pure
Wireless HiFi Sound. Transform Wired Headphones Wireless. We found out that for some really
early Bose QC2, the connector structure is different from that of Bose QC15. There are ways to make
them compatible, please get in touch with the seller. The units are upgraded to Bluetooth 5.0.

Amazon calculates a product’s star ratings based on a machine learned model instead of a raw data
average. The model takes into account factors including the age of a rating, whether the ratings are
from verified purchasers, and factors that establish reviewer trustworthiness. Please try again later.
Joseph Sailsman 1.0 out of 5 stars This was a great adaptor and gave a hole new lease of life for my
old Bose QC15 headphones. You expect to get more than 5 months for something I paid 50 for.
Maybe I should have just bought the new wireless headphones I was looking at in the first place.
Hopefully the suppliers will come back to me with a response.Works simply and perfectly. Highly
recommended.Nebengerausche haben immer stark uberwogen, anders als bei meinem QC15 mit
Kabel. Btunes ist echt eine tolle Losung fur jemand, wie ich der ein altes Bose QC15 hat. Nur die
Batterie konnte langer halten.Sorry, we failed to record your vote. Please try again El sonido no
pierde fidelidad y no hay ruidos de fondo, es en realidad muy buena opcion. Lo unico que no es tan
bueno es la duracion de la carga que no se compara con la duracion de la bateria recargable que uso
dentro de los audifonos. Ya es algo incomodo tener que cargar dos dispositivos en uno, pero que uno
no dure lo suficiente es inconveniente.Sorry, we failed to record your vote. Please try again Sorry,
we failed to record your vote. Please try again Auch die sonstige Bedienung funktioniert superSorry,
we failed to record your vote. Please try again It always sounded to other parties like I was talking
from far away inside a tunnel. So I purchased the BTunes QC15 adapter in the hopes that it would
address these two issues. First the good news. Audio quality is quite good. Listening to identical,
well known recordings of classical music using both the AirMod and the BTunes, I could tell a slight
improvement in quality with the BTunes. But I couldnt deny it. The BTunes just sounded better.

MicroUSB is everywhere, so you can safely travel the world and recharge without needing to
remember your custom charging dongle. Third, the builtin microphone, though not perfect, is quite
serviceable. It is not noise cancelling, so it picks up lots of ambient noise, but it is still worlds better
and more sensitive than the AirMod. Now its time for the dealbreakers. These might not be
dealbreakers for you, so YMMV. You will sound like you are calling from a payphone. The Headset
Profile codec on Windows is notoriously bad for nearly every bluetooth headset. And thats the only
way you can use this module with Skype Windows. When I attempted to configure Skype using the
Headphone protocol, it let me complete the setup but would never work properly. No, this is not just
the fault of the phone or computer. I tried this on multiple platforms and the answer was always the



same. A single up or down press of the volume buttons jumped the audio about 5db. Thats HUGE. Im
sorry, but I dont like blasting my eardrums. I bought the Bose QC15s precisely so I could listen to
audio at lower levels yet still block out a broad spectrum of ambient noise. With the BTunes adapter,
I am stuck either listening to a whisper level OR too loud a level. Yes, its that noticeable of a jump.
The Airmod does not suffer from this same problem. The same volume range on the Airmod is
covered by 4 presses of the up or down volume buttons. Thats a HUGE difference. To jump the
equivalent of 4 increments with a single button press is a showstopper. I am frankly shocked this
device made it to market with that kind of flaw. So if you never listen to lower level audio and you
are never going to use this adapter on Skype, you may be very happy with the results. If, however,
you use Skype OR you want to have more fine control over the volume levels, then you may want to
think twice.Sorry, we failed to record your vote.

Please try again But ever since I bought a pair of bluetooth earbuds to work out in Im totally spoiled
on the wireless, which is especially bad with the QC15s and their mile long cord. I had seen some
adapters for the QC25s, so I thought I would see if I could find one for mine. I was so excited when I
found these, I ordered one immediately, and as soon as I received the box I immediately tried it out.
I immediately noticed that the fitment was perfect; it could have been made by Bose. It paired with
my phone immediately, and it is working flawlessly with no interruptions, lag, or interference a
problem with every other pair of BT headphones I own. The sound quality is indistinguishable to me,
and if the battery and build quality hold up this could be the best deal I have ever gotten on a piece
of tech. I would recommend this to anyone who owns a pair of QC15s, no question.Sorry, we failed to
record your vote. Please try again Id reached out to them via email and got a response back a week
later on how to return. Got an RMA and a return shipping address. I had to pay shipping though. The
manufacturer sent a replacement right after I submitted my claim. It has been 5 months since I got
it and have been using it almost daily. The battery charging has held up with no issue. Maybe that
helped. A full charge lasts about 6 hours of listening. No longer does a red charge light comes on
when plugged into any one my USB chargers. The chargers are known good as they can charge my
other devices. It is not an BTunes LED issue as the red light briefly turn on when I turn it off. It just
stopped charging. Could be a bad physical connector in the BTunes or bad battery. Whatever the
cause, this is completely unacceptable. I have never had owned a device that stopped charging after
only a couple of months. Thus the one star review. But when it did work, it sounded just like it was
wired. Bluetooth range was good. No issues connecting Bluetooth.

A major annoyance was it would sometimes slow down Youtube videos, especially after rewinding
the video a couple of times. At first I thought it was a hiccup with my Wifi or Internet. Once I turned
offf the BTunes and reconnected the Bluetooth, it would return to normal. Strange. My
recommendation is to skip BTunes and go directly to Bose QC35 for your wireless headset needs.
Sometimes you just have to pay for quality.Sorry, we failed to record your vote. Please try again This
unit fits perfectly, and better yet works great. I was underexpecting on this and am pleasantly
surprised how well this really works. Yes, it will pair to multiple devices and auto switch to the
device actively playing audio. A bonus with the new bluetooth spec is that my header bar on my
iphone and ipad show a little headphone icon up next to the battery indicator that itself shows the
battery level of the bluetooth headphone unit. Turning it off is just as easy. It auto powers off after
inactivity also. Battery life is good, and it charges with a standard usb cord. Color me
impressed.Sorry, we failed to record your vote. Please try again There are very few products that
come this close to being perfectly designed. From the moment I opened the small box it arrived in, I
was impressed with the design, the build quality, the ease of pairing, and use of it with different,
sometimes multiple, devices. I was even charmed by the voice that announced that the device, was
on and off, connected, paired, etc. She sounds more like a friend of the developers than a
professional voice actor, and always made me smile when spoke to me. Everything about this
adaptor was almost perfect. It had a very low profile and fit perfectly in the space allocated on my



Bose QC15. It looked and felt wellmade from highquality materials. The three buttons are large
enough to find by feel, and click solidly when you push them, and the functions work perfectly.

The battery lasted about 6 hours the headphones Active Noise Cancelling ANC is powered by a
separate AAA battery, enough for an entire week of my commute on public transport, and charges
from empty to full charge in about 2 hours without having to remove it from your headphones with
any microUSB cord. What passes for issues are truly minimal. Each time you turn it on, the
charming voice tells you the battery level, which goes from High, to Medium, to dead, without ever
going to Low. It would be nice to get some warning before the adaptors battery dies. The other very
minor issue was that when I turned off the QC15s ANC power, the Bluetooth function stayed on,
even though the headphones cannot play music when the power is off. So I had to remember to turn
off both the Bluetooth function and the Headphones. Ideally, when I turn off the headphones, the BT
function should turn itself off to save the battery charge. Both are these are very minor issues and I
was absolutely prepared to live with them. Why am I returning such an exquisitely designed and
executed piece of engineering. Because a few days ago I started hearing a crackling noise in my left
ear, and eventually the left channel cut out completely. I discovered that if I jiggle the adaptor, or
when the bus hits a pothole, the left channel comes on for a few seconds and went out again. If I
jiggled the adaptor enough, sometimes I could make the left channel come back to life, but the
crackling never went away. I also went back to using the original cable with my QC15, and both
channels worked perfectly. The evidence points to the problem being with the plug connection
between the adaptor and the headphone. This is not the kind of issue I can ignore. So, with great
sadness, I am returning this adaptor and continuing my quest for the perfect BT Active Noise
Cancelling solution. I hope that the folks who designed and built this adaptor will keep improving
the plug connection to the headphone to solve this problem.

If that happens, I would seriously consider buying one again. So, keep on plugging guys and gals,
and please use the same voice in the future versions of the product, as she is one of its most
charming features. TL;DR Despite a great design and great construction, I have to return mine
because the plug connecting the adaptor to the Bose headphone stopped working correctly after a
couple of weeks.Sorry, we failed to record your vote. Please try again After 1 day it easily rates 5
plus stars. It physically installs easily and is he easiest most intuitive Bluetooth adapter to connect.
Will try Amazon Prime later this evening. Visually you cannot tell its installed. It looks like it has
always been there. This is the best upgrade to an older wired set of BOSE QC15 bar none. If you
have an older headphone and are considering an upgrade to the QC35 II, save yourself a ton of
money by upgrading to this Bluetooth adapter. I love and appreciate Bose products but a good deal
is great to come across.Sorry, we failed to record your vote. Please try again Yes! QC2s! Yes QC2s!
The multiple ear cushion replacement; The replacement cable; the replacement headband etc. They
have been to hell and back; I have spilt water on them; They have been rained on; They have been
squashed in my backpack etc. I have since then, purchased QC3s, QC15 and QC25. All work great!
The only regret I have from purchasing these models is the lack of wireless. I have been tempted to
buy the Qc35s but why. Only for wireless these VOXOA now breath new life to the QC2s. My first
week absolutely no issues. Mids and highs are a bit muddy. Whilst in the gym I cant tell the
difference. Battery Duration product claims 10hrs. My fat fingers has a bit of a challenge
distinguishing at first, I just got to get use to the layout.I will update again, soon. This happed twice
in the first 2months 1 after iPhone OS update and 2 for some unknown reason; My IPhone wouldnt
pair.

The cure A within the iPhone BT settings find the device name and press i then forget this device.
Then B restart the iPhone.Sorry, we failed to record your vote. Please try again Connects just fine to
a first gen google pixel, with aptX active. Range is great, and I havent have these cutout on me yet.
Sound quality, at least on my headphones, is indiscernible from using the wired connection, and fit



and finish are great as well, as they fit well into the headphones port and stay there, no giggling or
anything. If you have an old pair of QC15 headphones you want to resurrect as a pair of wireless
headphones, this is what you want. I sound like a running infomercial, but yeah they are that
good.Sorry, we failed to record your vote. Please try again. We don’t share your credit card details
with thirdparty sellers, and we don’t sell your information to others. Used GoodSomething we hope
youll especially enjoy FBA items qualify for FREE Shipping and Amazon Prime. Learn more about
the program. Please try again.Please try again.In order to navigate out of this carousel please use
your heading shortcut key to navigate to the next or previous heading. In order to navigate out of
this carousel please use your heading shortcut key to navigate to the next or previous heading.
Register a free business account Please try your search again later.You hear less noise and more of
your music and movieswith quality sound and a longlasting comfortable fit. You wont find this
combination of benefits in any other headphone.Connectivity Technology Wired,Jack Type Angled3.5
mm and One 1 Year Warranty.QuietComfort 15 headphones feature exclusive Bose advancements in
noise reduction technology. You hear less noise and more of your music and movieswith quality
sound and a longlasting comfortable fit. You wont find this combination of benefits in any other
aroundear headphone. Proprietary ear cushion technology blocks some of the noise before it even
reaches your ears.

Together, these Bose innovations add up to a more enjoyable listening experience. A threebutton
remote and microphone let you take calls on your iPhone and control music functions on other Apple
devices. You can also purchase a mobile kit that lets your QC headphones work with other cell
phones, too. Welcome to a bettersounding world Switch between calls and music with a press of a
button When you fly with QC15 headphones, engine roar fades to a whisper. When you listen at
home or at work, fewer distractions get in the way of your music. And when you want to stay
connected, calls are just a buttonpress away. QC15 headphones continue to give you more of what
you want to hear, and less of what you dont. QuietComfort 15 Acoustic Noise Cancelling
Headphones Highlights Significant noise reduction across a wider range of frequencies. Proprietary
Bose innovations use microphones both inside and outside each earcup to sense and reduce the
sounds around you. TriPort acoustic headphone structure, another Bose exclusive, features tiny
vents in the earcups to enable a tonallybalanced audio performanceincluding reproduction of deep,
low notesfrom relatively small and lightweight headphones. Active equalization electronically tunes
the headphones frequency response, enabling outstanding audio performance. Interchangeable
audio cables, one for general use, and one just for select Apple products, offer greater convenience
than permanently connected Ycables. The inline remote puts control right at your fingertips Inline
microphone allows for handsfree iPhone conversation and access to certain voice applications, such
as VoiceOver and Voice Control, in other Apple products. Inline threebutton remote switches
between calls and music, and controls volume, track selection and voice applications on select Apple
products. Advanced ear cushions use new materials in a proprietary design to establish a critical
acoustical sealhelping to further reduce noise while providing a comfortable fit.

Foldflat earcups rotate 90 degrees for easy storage and portability in the included case. Slim
carrying case helps protect headphones and accessories during travel. Apple cable compatibility The
QuietComfort 15 inline remote and microphone cable is compatible with iPod nano 4th, 5th and 6th
generation, iPod classic 120GB, 160GB only, iPod touch 2nd, 3rd and 4th generation, iPhone 3GS,
iPhone 4, iPad and iPad 2, and Macbook unibody and Macbook Pro. The remote is supported by iPod
shuffle 3rd generation. Audio is supported by all iPod models. Requires latest iPod software. Enjoy
fullspectrum noise reduction that dramatically reduces engine roarand fades background
distractions at work and at home, too. Bose quality sound reveals nuances in your music you might
have missed. And the softcushioned headphones stay comfortable for hours. Earcups fold flat for
easy storage in included case. See full review Mike Onsite Associates Program Cable and adapter.
Amazon calculates a product’s star ratings based on a machine learned model instead of a raw data



average. Kalikiano Kalei 3.0 out of 5 stars As regards the sound quality, no argument that BOSE
noise cancelling technology works extremely well, However, this past evening, when I was putting
them on to listen to some much anticipated Yuja Wang interpretations of Rachmaninoff, the right
sided loadbearing earphone support simply fractured and broke off cleanly the plastic material
snapped. The break is completely unrepairable, given the tension force that the earphone is subject
to i.e. its not simply a matter of supergluing the broken earphone support back in place. Clearly,
metal would have been wiser and far more durable choice than plastic for the important loadbearing
assembly of the headband.

Although the Quiet Comfort 15 model is now discontinued by BOSE, I would suggest that any
potential purchasers of the unit which is still available for sale on Amazon and other retail venues
consider this when they think about buying this model. Given the highly touted reputation BOSE
claims for its products along with their high cost, this sort of occurrence is not supportive evidence
of those claims.This is to help with portability and to give them a light seamless feel when you’re
wearing them. These headphones don’t fold in like my Audio Technicians but, will swivel 90 degrees
and fit into the case made for them. This leaves for a larger footprint. The cable from your
headphones to your audio source is proprietary and while sometimes the word proprietary is
frowned upon, you’ll be happy to know you can actually replace the cable just as easy headband and
ear cups. Links for those replacements are down below. There is a switch on the cable that controls
the loudness of volume.


